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Abstract: This paper presents different XML-based techniques for exchanging information between the constituents of a multi-agent system. We expose a multi-agent infrastructure – called Omega – that can be considered as a hierarchical space of distributed objects set those models the Web resources. We suggest an XML/RDF-based model that can be used as a common approach for serialization and metadata description of the objects processed by the agents. Diverse relationships that can be established between the entities of a multi-agent system will also be expressed by different RDF constructs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of Tim Berners-Lee's vision of the Semantic Web [4, 12] is to facilitate intelligent queries for knowledge on the Web instead of the conventional mechanisms to access the WWW space's resources. To accomplish this, computer scientists need to understand the semantic mechanism of all kinds of queries and what kind of components the process of questioning the Web formally consists of; and to rigorously capture, represent or symbolize the knowledge existing on Web.

To achieve this goal, we are designing and implementing an infrastructure for agent software development, called Omega [2], viewed as a tree-like space of a set of dispersed objects that models the Web resources by using XML/RDF statements. The Omega system proposes a flexible framework for building agent-oriented distributed applications on the Web. To assure the Web scalability, independently designed programs – especially Web agents – must be able to exchange and process the meaning of data and metadata in an independent manner. Semantic interoperability can be completed only if different users (agents, Web services, other Web clients, etc.) interpret RDF statements in the same way.

The Omega framework presents an addressing space for the Web objects and a mechanism for remotely accessing the Web distributed resources (that can be viewed as objects). To enable the flexible querying and accessing mechanisms about the distributed Web resources, we have to offer certain facilities for serialization – in an independent manner – of the data and metadata (objects) processed by the Omega multi-agent system. The paper investigates various possibilities of serialization given by the XML family [6, 23]. Some of the drawbacks due of the lack of a description language regarding the objects’ properties can be elegantly resolved by XML.

The serialization of the Web objects presented in section 3 can be considered as a supple approach to exchange information between software agents. Moreover, for each object, different metadata constructs can be attached to denote several semantic properties. These descriptions are expressed as RDF statements and are presented in section 4. Several relationships can be established between the entities of the multi-agent system. Following [8, 9], these relations can be easily modeled by RDF assertions. This machine-understandable approach can ease the development of Web-oriented software applications for diverse activities such as resource discovery.

2. OMEGA – A MULTI-AGENT INFRASTRUCTURE

Context
We can consider as the primary resources that computers expose to the software components (i.e. operating system or/and applications) or users the
following items:
- computing capabilities,
- (volatile or non-volatile) memory,
- local and remote data (documents),
- metadata (diverse descriptions about some properties of the resources: content, structure, layout/interface, dynamics, security issues, etc.).

Of course, there are other ways to describe these properties without the use of XML-based assertions, but with the penalty of the platform and software independence. Clearly, these documents (including XML resources) are made to be read and processed in a (mobile) distributed system (the Web itself). To easily access and obtain the knowledge contained by a specific document, an XML-based mechanism must exist to accomplish that. In fact, this is one of the seminal ideas of the Semantic Web [4].

**WWW as a Distributed Hypermedia System**

The Web space can be viewed as a distributed hypermedia system that uses Internet technologies – a global system of heterogeneous networked computers. Advances in networking and Web/Internet technologies are leading to a network-centric computing model, and the Web and Internet itself are developing into the infrastructure for worldwide network computing. By populating this infrastructure with object-based components and combining them in different ways, the development and deployment of interoperable distributed object systems is quick migrating on Web [22].

The object model gives the capability to mimic real world processes in a fluid, dynamic and expected manner. The WWW space allows for objects to be distributed to servers thereby centralizing access, processing, and maintenance, provides a multiplexing interface to distributed objects, and function as a catalyst for the rapidly-growing world of thin-clients – i.e. mobile phones, handheld devices, smart appliances. We can safely now state that **Web + Object** integration is a viable reality.

This is highlighted by diverse software organizations and companies – especially in the e-business field – that are using Web-enabled distributed object technology, in the form of intranets and extranets, to solve their computing problems, and the emergence of an industry that provides Web and object interfaces to distributed object tools.

After the CGI (Common Gateway Interface) standard, with the advent of Java, and the distributed object infrastructures such as CORBA/IIOP and OLE/DCOM, the stage was set to evolve the Web from a document management structure to a platform for distributed object computing and e-business.

The actual legacy applications can still co-exist with distributed objects through the use of object wrappers [22]. The interface could either be the client browser or browser-like with super-positioned distributed object infrastructures.

**Software Mobile Agents**

An important step towards **Internet/Web Computing** is represented by the mobile calculus. A mobile object, usually called an **agent** when is operating on behalf of a user, is a downloadable, executable entity that can independently move (code and state) at its will – the mobile agent is not bound to the system in which it began the code execution and can go from one node on a network to another.

Mobile agents have the following important attributes:
- **reactive** (the capability to respond to changes within agent environment),
- **autonomous** (the mobile agent is capable to exercise control over its own actions),
- **goal-oriented** (the agents have a premeditated itinerary, they do not simply act in response to the environment),
- **communicative** (the skill to exchange information/knowledge with other agents),
- **mobile** (the mobile agents can transfer themselves from one host to another).

Mobile agents can be used to access and manage information that is distributed over large areas (see [5, 15, 16] for details).

The major advantage is that the software components can be integrated into a logical and consistent software system – e.g. a multi-agent system – in which they work together to better meet the needs of the whole application (utilizing autonomy, responsiveness, pro-activeness and social ability).

Existing mobile agent systems – available as commercial or open-source applications – are implemented in C++, Java, Tcl, Scheme, and Python programming languages (to name only few).

**Omega System’s Architecture**

**General Description**

The **Omega** is an agent-based system that presents an addressing space (considered as a tree) for the Web objects and diverse techniques to remotely access the Web distributed resources (viewed as objects) – see [2] for more details.

Each object processed by **Omega** can be considered as a group of objects included in that one. The links (edges) between the vertices of the tree are given by the aggregation relationship exposed by the object-oriented methodologies.
To emphasize the aggregation relationship, we add to each object a name or an index, and in this way we can uniquely refer each object of the tree by its name/index (viewed as an identifier). Each object will have a single list of the identifiers that represent its “address” in the addressing space used by the Omega agents. An identifier can be considered as an IName object. By using a object tree, we can structure more easily the distributed resources for a known local web (such as a cluster or an intranet).

Omega Functionality

We decide to use an interpreted environment for our multi-agent model and distributed object structure. Using such an environment, it was easier to put into practice serialization and various execution control mechanisms [10] which contributed to the implementation of the Omega distributed objects system.

Omega presents a distributed object structure, and its initial goal was to determine some good representations of data, types, instructions, functions/procedures, and objects of an object-oriented language that can be used as a programming language for mobile agents. The consequence of this effort is a system written in C++ language, system that is able to combine the notions behind the object-actor duality, namely the duality between passive and active objects.

Presently, Omega system offers to active programs what the World-Wide Web space provides by default for presentation of some static entities (documents), i.e. an infrastructure able to support Web-based distributed applications (such as agents used in clusters or Grid [20]).

Omega Classes

The IObject class is the base-class for each other class that has memory sections stored within a local system. Each object and function that needs a store space in Omega will use the IObject class (see also Fig.1). In this way, the Omega system offers a space model provided by a common distributed memory. This model is based on the existence of a given node of an IObject’s tree, which is easily addressable from the network.

The system includes a number of object types which give functionality to the following classes: String, Number, List, and Control agent-execution (i.e. support for virtual threads or scripting languages). Certain data is represented by different classes such as IString, INumber, IOmegaStack, IOmegaList that are derived from the IObject basic class.

Omega offers two categories of data types [2]: simple data types – have no components (i.e. INumber, IString, etc.) – and compound data types – signify a mix-up of two or more simple types (e.g., IName, IOmegaList, IAThread).

Omega Language

Omega offers an execution part which act as an implementation of a script-like language. In this active part, we are trying to assimilate the object space with notions such as execution thread, function, instruction, data types to be modeled with the help of IObject abstraction.

Therefore the Omega object environment and the OmegaKernel mini-interpreter provide – this makes Omega able to execute small scripting programs –:

- a data model (base type-system, the construction of new objects),
- an address space (every object has its own Internet-consistent address),
- certain techniques to implement the high-level programming level statements.

The language provided by the Omega framework may be easily extended with other instructions to make a more complex computational model of the developed agents. An significant step was to create a mechanism for representing data structures, statements and objects under the same abstraction (IObject) that is a network shared entity.

![Fig.1 – Omega Objects](image)

3. Serialization Mechanism

Several interactions between the Web agents developed within Omega system can be accomplished by using serialization mechanisms.

All classes derived from IObject must implement the serialization (marshalling) and deserialization (unmarshalling) methods. The process of building of the new data types is based on the fact that an IObject has a member of the IOmegaList type. That member stores associated links which are instances of the derived classes. In this way, the serialization of the new types of objects can be automatically accomplished by Omega via...
members’ serialization and the call of the overloaded own methods.

Of course, for certain object types (for example, IOmegaSockets used for socket operations) the serialization and deserialization actions can not be viewed as a suitable solution.

The object serialization does not imply the serialization of the entire sub-tree that has as root the object in cause. For an object, only the serialization of the object itself and of the IName list of its children [1].

**XML-based Serialization**

As the best manner to serialize the Omega objects, we prefer an XML-based representation. To describe these objects, we could implement an RDF-based model. The RDF assertions could offer the possibility to express semantics of an Omega object.

We are using the XML namespaces defined by the XML Schema specification [13] to keep the primary types of the data exchanged by agents in the serialization and deserialization processes. The Omega encoding style is based on the usual XML Schema’s data types. All data types used within the Omega system of agents must either be taken directly from the XML Schema or derived from Omega data types.

An example follows [1]:

```xml
<element name="local_address_type" type="...">
    <simpleType name="local_address_type" base="xsd:string">
        <enumeration value="tree_id" />
        <enumeration value="unique_name" />
    </simpleType>
</element>

<element name="local_address" type="..." />
<complexType name="local_address">
    <element name="la_type" type="local_address_type" />
    <element name="la_value" type="xsd:string" />
</complexType>
</element>

<IOmegaDomain> ...
    <local_address>
        <la_type>tree_id</la_type>
        <la_value>1</la_value>
    </local_address>
    <local_address>
        <la_type>unique_name</la_type>
        <la_value>member_name</la_value>
    </local_address>
</IOmegaDomain>
```
To ease the definition of metadata, RDF is based on classes. A collection of classes, usually designed for a specific purpose or domain, is called a schema [7]. Also, RDF supports the reusability of metadata definitions. The RDF schemas may themselves be expressed in RDF. Of course, the RDF syntax is an XML-based one.

The fundamental model of RDF consists of three object types [18]:

- **resources**
  All objects being described by RDF expressions are called resources and they are denoted by Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). Using URI standard schemas, each type of resource can be identified in the same manner.

- **properties**
  A property is a particular aspect, characteristic, attribute, or relation to describe a resource. Each property has a specific meaning, defines its permitted values, the type of resources it can express, and its relationship with other properties.

- **statements**
  A specific resource together with a named property, plus the value of that property for that resource is an RDF statement. These three individual parts of a statement are called, respectively, the subject, the predicate, and the object. The object of a statement (e.g., the property value) can be another resource or a literal.

RDF also specifies three types of container objects:

- **Bag** (an unordered list of resources or literals),
- **Sequence** (an ordered list of resources or literals),
- **Alternative** (a list of resources or literals that represent alternatives for the single value of a property).

The containers may be defined by a URI pattern. RDF can also be used to make statements about other RDF statements (higher-order statements).

The RDF data model provides an abstract, conceptual framework for defining and using metadata. Presently, there are several proposals of model-theoretical semantics for RDF and RDF Schema [11, 17, 23].

**Expressing the Omega Objects’ State in RDF**

For each object of the Omega multi-agent system, we can attach different metadata. These meta-descriptions will assure the control versioning (the version and the last verification time-stamp for each object) and the owner/parent of the created objects. For security purposes, the object metadata will keep the list of the associated object’s permissions. This approach is inspired from our RDF-based model used for accessing resources of the distributed file systems [8].

The system maintains these descriptions as RDF assertions that can be transported via SOAP to other objects during the information updating activities (object replication).

In the stub object of any shared objects, certain metadata is available to inform other objects about the object’s author and about the permission list to access this object. The system verifies this information to grant or to reject the access to considered object. The meta-descriptions regarding the permissions and the identity of the user who intend to access Omega objects must provide a certain cryptographic support.

**Expressing Relations between Omega Entities**

In order to catch the dynamics of the involved agents built within Omega and the links between them, a high-level RDF-based description of temporal relations can be considered. The temporal relationships between objects could be stored by RDF constructs, too. This approach is comparable to our model used to keep temporal relations established between (fragments of) Web sites [9].

The proposed model is primarily focused on the description of interval temporal relations. The temporal structure introduced by Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) is a simple linear model of time and is detailed in [3].

For this, an XML-based language is proposed – Temporal Relation Specification Language (TRSL) [9]. For each time relation, TRSL offers an element that corresponds to a particular relation (e.g. <Meets> element for Meets relation from ITL model). The beginning and ending of time periods are represented by begin and end attributes, respectively. Also, TRSL defines the dur attribute for specifying a known or predictive time period (this will allow Web agents to reason about different actions that may need to be performed).

The full syntax and the semantics of TRSL language is presented in [9].

**Example**

An object-maintainer Web agent is build to discover different temporal relations between the Omega objects distributed in an intranet and can automatically produce the following TRSL assertions:

```xml
<rdf:RDF>
  <rdf:Bag id="RecentlyChanged">
    <rdf:li resource="object1" />
    <rdf:li resource="object2" />
  </rdf:Bag>
  <rdf:Description
```
A collection of objects to be serialized is denoted by the RecentlyChanged identifier. These objects are stored on www.site.org machine and the serialization action is planned to be performed on November 17, 2003 at a certain hour. The metadata information describes the Omega's host and the login name of the system maintainer.

This approach can be used for the resource discovery activities performed in a distributed (mobile) environment, in a machine-understandable way.

5. RELATED WORK

The building process of the agent-oriented systems requires a different approach from that of conventional software systems development [5, 15].

We are aware of numerous platforms developed both in academia and software industry companies [19]. This fact confirms that many computer scientists are considering the agent-oriented software as a potential paradigm, designed and implemented especially in very dynamic environments (such as the Web space). Though, the existing implementations do not cover or provide certain services desired by programmers or final users. Some proprietary solutions, though well developed, are not built as open systems and can not be easily extended or modified. On the other hand, we were not impressed by the existing open-source platforms.

The actual multi-agent platforms use diverse approaches for communication between agents, by using low-level communication protocols (e.g. TCP/IP or HTTP) or standard high-level languages such as KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) [5].

The Omega system presents a certain advantage, by adopting an XML-based platform-independent approach in serialization and exchanging information between agents. The SOAP protocol is more flexible and easy to use than CORBA or DCOM solutions.

Some of the Omega's facilities could be also integrated in the actual multi-agent systems, such as MAIS (Mobile Agents Information System) – a platform for creating dynamic clusters [16].

6. CONCLUSION

Omega represents an infrastructure capable to support the agent-oriented programming paradigm. By this approach, we tried to emphasize a tendency which is shaping the evolution of the software development techniques for open distributed applications.

This paper focused on presenting the different platform-independent techniques of exchanging information between the entities of a multi-agent infrastructure. We proposed an XML/RDF-based model that can be used as a general manner for serialization and metadata description of the objects processed by the Omega agents. Various properties and relations established between the components (i.e. agents, objects, processes, etc.) of a multi-agent system can be expressed in a standardized and machine-understandable way. This advance provides semantic descriptions of the Web resources and could be considered as an attractive solution for exchanging knowledge between intelligent or/and mobile agents.

In addition, we plan to design and experiment an XML-based version of the Omega language that can be used to exchange mobile code of the software agents coded within the Omega framework.
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